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Unilateral Prefrontal Lesions Impair Memory-Guided
Comparisons of Contralateral Visual Motion
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Department of Neurobiology and Anatomy, and Center for Visual Science, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14642

The contribution of the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) to working memory is the topic of active debate. On the one hand, it has been
argued that the persistent delay activity in LPFC recorded during some working memory tasks is a reflection of sensory storage, the notion
supported by some lesion studies. On the other hand, there is emerging evidence that the LPFC plays a key role in the maintenance of
sensory information not by storing relevant visual signals but by allocating visual attention to such stimuli. In this study, we addressed
this question by examining the effects of unilateral LPFC lesions during a working memory task requiring monkeys to compare directions
of two moving stimuli, separated by a delay. The lesions resulted in impaired thresholds for contralesional stimuli at longer delays, and
these deficits were most dramatic when the task required rapid reallocation of spatial attention. In addition, these effects were equally
pronounced when the remembered stimuli were at threshold or moved coherently. The contralesional nature of the deficits points to the
importance of the interactions between the LPFC and the motion processing neurons residing in extrastriate area MT. Delay-specificity
of the deficit supports LPFC involvement in the maintenance stage of the comparison task. However, because this deficit was independent
of stimulus features giving rise to the remembered direction and was most pronounced during rapid shifts of attention, its role is more
likely to be attending and accessing the preserved motion signals rather than their storage.
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Introduction
The role of prefrontal cortex (PFC) in working memory, the
process of maintenance and manipulation of information during
goal directed behaviors, has been debated for many years, begin-
ning with the observation that monkeys with bilateral prefrontal
lesions were unable to remember previously bated spatial loca-
tions (Jacobsen, 1936). Subsequent work revealed that this deficit
could be erased by darkening the room during the delay, leading
to the hypothesis of increased susceptibility to interference fol-
lowing prefrontal damage (Malmo, 1942; Bartus and Levere,
1977), and raising a possibility of this region playing a key role in
attentional control, an idea that over the years received strong
experimental support (for review, see Miller and Buschman,
2013). However, the discovery of persistent delay activity in the
dorsolateral region of the PFC (Fuster and Alexander, 1971; Fu-
nahashi et al., 1989) revived the idea of the role for the PFC in

working memory and led to the influential proposal that prefron-
tal cortex is the site of sensory storage (Goldman-Rakic, 1995).
The finding of the “mnemonic scotoma” produced by dorsolat-
eral PFC lesion (Funahashi et al., 1993) further cemented this
view.

However, there is accumulating evidence provided by neuro-
imaging, physiological, and behavioral studies that argues against
lateral PFC (LPFC) being the site of sensory storage during work-
ing memory tasks and suggest the involvement of sensory cortex
in maintaining stimulus representations during such tasks (Cur-
tis and D’Esposito, 2003; Pasternak and Greenlee, 2005; Tsu-
jimoto and Postle, 2012; Sreenivasan et al., 2014; D’Esposito and
Postle, 2015). A compelling challenge to persistent delay activity
in the LPFC being a reflection of storage came from a study
designed to separately examine representation of remembered
and attended locations during a memory saccade task (Lebedev et
al., 2004). The results revealed that the bulk of delay activity
recorded during this task could be attributed to spatial attention,
rather than to storage of remembered locations, the finding in-
terpreted by the authors as evidence for the role of LPFC in top-
down control of attention. Indeed, the idea that LPFC is
important for directing attention to internal sensory representa-
tions and providing top-down influences to sensory neurons is
widely accepted (Miller and Cohen, 2001; Miller and Buschman,
2013). Additional challenge to the idea of sensory storage residing
in the PFC is the absence of persistent stimulus-selective delay
activity during nonspatial working memory tasks (Zaksas and
Pasternak, 2006; Hussar and Pasternak, 2012). Thus, the question
of the role LPFC neurons play in sensory working memory is still
unresolved. Are these neurons important for storage of sensory
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information, for directing attention to sensory representations
stored elsewhere, or both?

In the present study, we addressed this question by examining
the behavioral effects of permanent unilateral LPFC lesions dur-
ing comparisons of two visual motion stimuli separated by a
memory delay. The lesions included regions anatomically con-
nected to the motion processing areas MT and MST (Barbas,
1988; Petrides and Pandya, 2006; Ninomiya et al., 2012) and
shown to be active during all stages of memory-guided motion
comparison tasks (Zaksas and Pasternak, 2006; Hussar and Pas-
ternak, 2009, 2012, 2013).

The lesions impaired comparisons of motion directions
within the hemifield contralateral to the lesioned hemisphere.
This impairment was apparent only at longer memory delays, was
independent of the type of stimulus signaling motion direction,
and was most pronounced when the task required rapid reallo-
cation of spatial attention. These results demonstrate a functional
link between LPFC and the motion processing cortical neurons
during working memory tasks and demonstrate the importance
of the LPFC in the maintenance of the remembered motion.
However, because this impairment did not depend on the type of
motion giving rise to the remembered direction and was most
affected during attentional shifts, this role is more likely to be
related to accessing and attending to the preserved signals rather
than their storage.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. We used four adult male macaque monkeys weighing 8 –10 kg.
Before the placement of lesions in three of the animals (M123, M601,
M908), extensive recordings from the lateral PFC were performed in all
three animals. Results of these recordings have been reported previously
(Zaksas and Pasternak, 2006; Hussar and Pasternak, 2009, 2010, 2012,
2013). An additional monkey (M202) served as a control. This animal
had undergone identical behavioral training, but was not recorded from
and received no lesion. All the experiments were performed in accor-
dance with the guidelines published in the National Institutes of Health
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (revised 1996) and were
approved by the University of Rochester Committee for Animal
Research.

Visual stimuli. The stimuli and the behavioral tasks were similar to
those used in previous studies from this laboratory (Bisley and Pasternak,
2000; Bisley et al., 2001, 2004). Stimuli were presented on a video mon-
itor (17 inch Nanao FlexScan T560i or 19 inch IIyama Vision Master Pro
513, both running at 1152 � 870 pixel resolution and a 75 Hz refresh
rate), placed 57 cm in front of the monkeys. They consisted of dots placed
randomly in a circular aperture and having a constant translational step
size (�x) and temporal interval (�t � 13 ms; Rudolph and Pasternak,
1999; Bisley and Pasternak, 2000; Bisley et al., 2004). The dots were 0.03°
of visual angle in diameter with a luminance of 15 cd/m 2, shown on a
dark background of 0.1 cd/m 2. Each dot persisted for the entire duration
of the stimulus. The dot density was 4.7 dots/° 2 and their speed was set to
5–15 °/s. On each video frame, the range of directions in the stimulus
could be specified and each dot was assigned a direction chosen ran-
domly from a specified distribution (Fig. 1A). The direction of motion
for each dot was randomly chosen from a specified uniform distribution
of directions. Two types of random-dot motion stimuli were used. Di-
rection range stimuli (Fig. 1A, left and middle): in each frame, the dots
moved independently in any direction chosen at random from a uniform
distribution that could range from 0° to 355°. In one version of the task,
direction range was varied only during the first stimulus (S1). In the
other version, direction range was varied only during the second stimulus
(S2). Motion signal stimuli (Fig. 1A, right): in each frame, a set propor-
tion of randomly selected dots (the percentage signal) moved coherently,
while the others were displaced in random directions (Fig. 1A, right). The
visual stimuli were placed at specified locations of both hemifields. In

monkeys with prefrontal lesions, these locations were selected based on
psychophysical mapping performed at the start of behavioral training.

Behavioral tasks. The monkeys were trained to fixate a small spot at the
center of the display while performing the discrimination task in a se-
lected location of the visual field. The monkeys viewed a pair of 500 ms
random dot stimuli, S1 and S2, moving either in the same or opposite
directions. The two stimuli were separated by a delay that varied between
0.1 and 3 s in separate blocks of trials. Two of the monkeys (M123 and
M601) reported whether the two directions were the “same” or “differ-
ent” by pressing the right or left buttons, respectively, while the third
animal (M908) reported its decision by making an eye movement to one
of two saccade targets which appeared on the display side by side after the
fixation point was turned off. Individual trials were separated by a 3 s
delay. An incorrect response resulted in a 3–5 s tone and no reward. A
break in fixation or a response during the trial resulted in a distinct 1–3 s
tone and termination of the trial. A correct response was rewarded with a
drop of fruit juice or water.

The direction of motion in S1 was varied on a trial-to-trial basis, and
was picked randomly from a set of eight directions. The direction of S2

Figure 1. Visual stimuli and the behavioral task. A, Direction range stimuli (left and middle
dot fields): stimuli consisted of random dots displaced in directions chosen from a predeter-
mined distribution. The width of the distribution of directions that determined the range of
directions within which, individual dots moved was varied between 0° (all dots moving in the
same direction) and 360° (dots moving in all directions). Motion signal thresholds (left and right
dot fields): stimuli consisted of a proportion of dots moving in the same direction in a field of
dots moving in random directions (signal dots, filled circles; noise dots, open circles). B, Behav-
ioral task: the animals maintained fixation on a target at the center of the display and reported
whether the two stimuli, S1 and S2, separated by a delay moved in the same or in different
directions by pressing one of the two response buttons (M123 and M601) or making a saccade
to one of the two targets (M908, M202) which appeared after the offset of the fixation target. S1
and S2 were 4°–5° diameter and moved at 10°–15°/s. In separate blocks of trials, stimuli were
presented in the upper visual field on either side of the vertical meridian, in the ipsilesional and
contralesional quadrants. On each trial, the direction of S1 was chosen at random from a set of
eight directions; S2 moved either in the same or opposite direction as S1.
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was always set to the same or opposite direction to S1. The sequence of
presentations of same/different stimuli was also randomized from trial to
trial. To avoid positional biases, a correction procedure was used: after
three consecutive errors on one button, the same trial was repeated until
the animal made a correct response (which was not included in the data
analysis).

Threshold measurements and data analysis. S1 and S2 stimuli either
moved in the same direction or in opposite directions. The discrimina-
tion difficulty was changed by varying the range of directions within
which the dots moved (direction range task) or by varying the proportion
of the dots moving coherently (motion signal task). One of the two
comparison stimuli was always coherent. Stimulus configurations used
in each task are illustrated in individual data figures.

Thresholds were measured after the monkey reached criterion perfor-
mance on the easiest level of the task (three consecutive sessions �90%
correct or four consecutive sessions �80% correct). A staircase proce-
dure was used to measure the threshold: three correct responses resulted
in a less discriminable stimulus (e.g., a broader direction range), and each
incorrect response decreased the difficulty of discrimination. Thresholds
were estimated by fitting the data with a Weibull function, weighted by
the number of trials at each point, using the maximum likelihood
method (Quick, 1974). The thresholds were taken as the stimulus value
corresponding to 75% correct. Psychophysical data were collected con-
tinuously for a period of 12–18 months.

The thresholds were measured to assess the effect of memory delay and
of spatial uncertainty for stimuli presented in the ipsilesional and con-
tralesional hemifields. When the length of the delay was manipulated, S1
and S2 appeared at the same spatial location, either contralesional or
ipsilesional (Fig. 1B). We also used a direction comparison task in which
S1 and S2 were spatially separated within the same hemifield. In one
version of this task, the location of S1 and S2 were always highly predict-
able while in the other version, the location of S2 was uncertain. Under
conditions of uncertainty, S2 could either appear at the same location as
S1 or at a location �16° away in the same hemifield (see Fig. 7). An
unpredictable location of the comparison stimulus requires rapid shifts
spatial attention, a function that may be affected by prefrontal damage.

To measure range thresholds for a given delay condition, each testing
session consisted of 200 –300 trials. To obtain reliable data when the
location of S2 was uncertain, because the thresholds were measured for
each of the two S2 locations, it was necessary to increase the number of
trials to 400 – 450 during these testing sessions.

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA; Kutner et al., 2004) was used to
evaluate changes in motion thresholds with delay for stimuli in the two
hemifields. Stimulus location was used as a factor and delay as a covari-
ate. The effect of uncertain S2 location within each hemifield for data
pooled from the three animals was assessed with the Welch two-sample t
test. These analyses were performed using MATLAB (MathWorks).
Paired t tests were used to compare thresholds for the two hemifields for
a single delay condition.

Lesion placement. Before lesion placement, extensive recordings from
lateral prefrontal cortex were performed in all three animals. In two of the
monkeys (M123, M601) the lesions were made with ibotenic acid in-
jected into the prearcuate region in one of the hemispheres. In the third
animal (M908), the damage was inadvertent, caused by an infection in
the recording chamber positioned above the posterior PFC.

In the two animals that received chemical lesions, ibotenic acid (10
�g/�l) was injected at six sites anterior to the arcuate sulcus in one
hemisphere. Injections were guided by magnetic resonance images taken
before the surgery. Each injection (1.5 �l) was made with a Hamilton
syringe with �2 mm separation at several depths at each location. M601
received injections into the left hemisphere and the damage in M908 was
in the right hemisphere. M123 received injections only into the right
hemisphere. The location and the extent of damage were determined
from subsequent histology. Behavioral testing began within a weeks of
lesion placement.

Histology. At the conclusion of behavioral testing, the animals were
deeply anesthetized with an overdose of barbiturate and perfused with a
saline rinse followed by 4% paraformaldehyde fixative solution. Two
rinses of 10% and 30% sucrose solution were used to remove excess

fixative and to help cryoprotect the tissue. The brains were removed,
blocked, and sectioned at a thickness of 50 �m with a freezing mi-
crotome. Adjacent sections at intervals of �0.5 mm were stained for
cytochrome oxidase (Wong-Riley, 1979) and with cresyl violet.

Results
Lesion extent
The damage was reconstructed from Nissl- and cytochrome
oxydase-stained sections (Fig. 2). The lesion in M601 was rela-
tively small, involving primarily areas 8Av and 8Ad in the right
hemisphere. In monkey M908, the damage was also in the right
hemisphere and involved the tissue around the posterior princi-
pal sulcus, the upper and lower limbs of the arcuate sulcus (FEF),
small portions of ventral and dorsal regions of 46/9 and areas 8Ad
and 8Av.

The damage in M123 was more extensive. In the right hemi-
sphere, it included area 8Av and 8Ad and the most posterior
portion of the principal sulcus (9/46d). The damage also ex-
tended into the dorsal premotor cortex, including area 6d. His-
tology also revealed unintended damage in the left hemisphere
that most likely occurred during earlier recording experiments.
This damage was limited to the dorsal convexity above the prin-
cipal sulcus (area 9/46d) and a small most anterior portion of area
8Ad. This unintended damage creates a problem with the defini-
tion of stimulus location as contralesional or ipsilesional. Because
this damage was limited largely to the region unaffected in the
other two monkeys and we found no detectible behavioral defi-
cits in any of the tasks for stimuli contralateral to this damage, in
the rest of paper we will refer to stimuli presented in right hemi-
field of this animal as ipsilesional and in the left hemifield as
contralesional. Importantly for the goals of the present study, in
all monkeys the damage included prearcuate regions that send
direct projections to motion processing areas MT and MST from
area 8Av and to parietal cortex from area 8Ad (Petrides and Pan-
dya, 2006).

Thresholds were unaffected at short delays
To assess the effect of the PFC damage on sensory components of
the task, thresholds were measured with the shortest possible
delay (100 –250 ms) between the two stimuli, S1 and S2. This
condition allowed us to examine the process of motion integra-
tion with little demand placed on sensory storage. The direction
range thresholds were measured by varying the direction range in
S1, while S2 always contained coherent motion (0° range). S1 and
S2 moved in the same or opposite directions and always appeared
at the same location. Thresholds for each location were measured
in separate blocks of trials and we compared performance with
stimuli presented in opposite hemifields at equal eccentricity
(Fig. 3). The three lesioned monkeys showed no differences in
thresholds between the two hemifields (Fig. 3B; M123, p � 0.35;
M601, p � 0.64; M908, p � 0.47; two-tailed t test). Similarly, in
the nonlesioned monkey (M202), the range thresholds measured
for the right and left hemifields were largely equivalent (p � 0.39;
two-tailed t test). The similarity of range thresholds for ipsile-
sional and contralesional stimuli measured at the shortest delay
suggests that the process of motion integration, likely to be per-
formed by MT neurons (Bisley et al., 2004), is unlikely to be
influenced by the top-down influences arriving from the PFC.
This result differs from the effects of a unilateral MT/MST lesion
on range thresholds measured during an identical behavioral task
(Rudolph and Pasternak, 1999). In that study, range thresholds
for contralesional stimuli were affected even at the shortest delay,
highlighting the importance of MT for motion integration
(Movshon et al., 1985; Bisley et al., 2004).
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Deficits in motion thresholds increase with memory delay
Previous work showed that motion integration thresholds, like
other measures of discrimination abilities, worsen with the length
of the delay interposed between the remembered and the current
comparison stimuli, likely indicative of the rate of decay of signals
temporarily stored for later retrieval (Bisley and Pasternak, 2000;
Pasternak and Greenlee, 2005). We examined the effects of the
LPFC damage on the rate of information decay (Fig. 3C). To
facilitate the comparison between animals and to estimate the
time course of degradation, individual thresholds were recom-
puted relative to thresholds measured at the shortest delay and fit
by an exponential. In all monkeys, the performance decreased
with delay.

An ANCOVA with location and delay as a covariates, revealed
highly significant effect of delay on thresholds (F(1,72) � 127.6;
p � 2.6e�16) as well significant effect of location (F(1,70) � 32.3;
p � 2.6e�07), indicating that the performance was worse at lon-
ger delays and with contralesional stimuli. This analysis also re-
vealed a significant interaction between the delay and stimulus
location (F(1,72) � 19.3; p � 3.7e�05), suggesting that the effect of
delay was significant more pronounced for contralesional stim-
uli. The same analysis of the intact monkey (M202) data revealed
the effect of delay (F(1,21) � 15.3; p � 0.0008), but no effect of

location (F(1,21) � 0.4; p � 0.53), and no interaction between
location and delay (F(1,21) � 0.26; p � 0.61). For the monkeys
with damage, the asymmetries between thresholds measured in
the two locations were characterized by faster deterioration of
contralesional thresholds with increasing delay. This was also
apparent in different slopes of the exponentials used to fit the
data; this was confirmed by significant interaction effect between
delay and location on the log-transformed thresholds (F(1,72) �
19; p � 3.7e�05).

The exponential functions fitted to the combined and individ-
ual data provided estimates of the length of time the animals were
able to reliably retain and use motion direction. The loss of
thresholds with time was most pronounced in M908, the monkey
with the largest lesion (tau: 15.9 s (ipsi), 8.6 s (contra); p �
0.0008; Figure 3D, summary). However, the loss with delay was
also quite rapid in monkey M601, the animal with the smallest
lesion, limited largely to area 8A (tau: 13.7 s (ipsi), 8.8 s (contra);
p � 0.015). Interestingly, in the animal with the more extensive
damage (M123), the slopes of the functions relating thresholds to
delay for the two hemifields were more similar and the interac-
tion effect failed to reach significance (tau: 16.7 s (ipsi), 11.6
s(contra); p � 0.1). In that monkey the cortical damage spared

Figure 2. Lesion reconstructions. Top, Damage from both surgical lesions and unintended damage are shown for all three animals; these have been reconstructed from histological sections and
projected onto a lateral view of the macaque brain. Both hemispheres are shown for M123 (A); only the hemispheres with damage are shown for M601 (B) and M908 (C). Black areas indicate areas
of damage to LPFC, and gray areas indicate damage to the dorsal premotor cortex. Numbers correspond to anteroposterior (AP) distance (mm) from the interaural plane. The lines delineate the
region represented in the coronal sections shown below. Bottom, Coronal sections/slices showing damage. A–C, Cytochrome oxidase stained histological sections showing the damage in in the three
animals. Discontinuities in the gray matter are the damaged regions devoid of neurons and indicated by the arrows. Numbers correspond to AP distance from the interaural plane. For M123, the two
hemispheres shown in a single section are in slightly different AP coordinates. The estimates of AP coordinates are based on the Paxinos et al. (2000) stereotaxic atlas. D, Comparison of lesions in the
three monkeys shown on the lateral view of the right hemisphere. The lesions were transferred onto the same hemisphere to visualize the extent of overlap between the damage in individual
animals. The diagram only shows the lesions in the prearcuate region. ps, Principal sulcus; sar, superior arcuate; iar, inferior arcuate.
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portions of area 8Av, the region that projects directly to area MT
(Petrides and Pandya, 2006).

Mapping of lesion effects across the visual field
Having established the nature of the deficit resulting from LPFC
lesions, we examined whether the deficits for contralesional stim-
uli measured at specific visual field locations were uniformly dis-
tributed across the visual field by testing two of the monkeys
(M123 and M908) at multiple locations within the central 20°.
The mapping was performed with 1.5 s delay between S1 and
S2. The data in Figure 4 A, C illustrates the results of this map-
ping. The circles represent the size and the position of the
visual stimuli used during mapping.

The values of average thresholds determined at each location
are color-coded (blue-green, higher thresholds, yellow-red,
lower thresholds). Within each hemifield, direction range thresh-
olds were relatively unaffected by stimulus position and eccen-
tricity, showing no consistent or systematic changes in thresholds
with eccentricity. For example, in M123 the range thresholds
measured at 3° and 9° eccentricity in the right hemifield were
nearly identical (330°). This uniformity is reflected in the SD of
the distribution of thresholds (SD: ipsi, �9°; contra, �11°) indi-
cating that 66% of the measured thresholds was within 9°–11° of
the mean. The range thresholds for M908 also showed relatively
little variation with eccentricity within each hemifield (SD: ipsi,
�14.5°; contra, �8°). The differences in thresholds emerged be-

Figure 3. Lesion effects on direction range thresholds: S2 at 0° range. A, Stimulus configuration during the task. Thresholds were measured by varying direction range during S1. The comparison
S2 always moved coherently. The stimuli were placed in the following locations: M123 and M601, �8° from VM, 2° above HM; M908 and M202 (intact), �5° from VM, 5° above HM. B, Range
thresholds measured at short delays (100 ms delay for M123 and M601; 250 ms delay for M908 and the intact animal M202). There was no difference between ipsilesional and contralesional
thresholds for the three animals (M123, p � 0.3; M601, p � 0.6; M908, p � 0.4, t test). The thresholds for the intact monkey were also similar for the two hemifields ( p � 0.4, t test). C, Effect of
delay on range thresholds in the two hemifields. For each animal, individual thresholds were normalized relative to thresholds measured at the shortest delay and fitted with an exponential function.
The data were analyzed with the ANCOVA (see Materials and Methods). D, Comparison of average decay times (tau) computed by fitting an exponential to the ipsilesional and contralesional data
for the three lesioned monkeys. The decay time was shorter for the contralesional dataset (ipsi, 16.4 ms �1.5; contra, 8.8 ms, �1.6; p � 0.026, two-tailed t test). HM, Horizontal meridian; VM,
vertical meridian.
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tween left and right hemifields (Figs. 4B,D), with poorer perfor-
mance contralesional to the damage in the more posterior
portions of LPFC. Monkey M123 showed consistently lower
range thresholds for stimuli contralateral to the right brain hemi-
sphere which sustained damage to areas 8Ad and 8Av, than for
stimuli contralateral to the unintended area 9/46d damage (Fig.
4B; p � 8.4e�07; two-tailed t test). Those thresholds were within
the normal range determined for the intact monkey used in this
study (Fig. 3C), as well as in other intact animals measured in our
laboratory performing the same behavioral task (Bisley and Pas-
ternak, 2000; Zaksas et al., 2001; Pasternak et al., 2003). It was also
comparable, if not superior, to performance of the other two
lesioned monkeys with stimuli in the ipsilesional hemifield.
Thresholds in M908 were also inferior for the contralesional
stimuli (Fig. 4D; p � 3.8e�07; two-tailed t test). The apparently
intact thresholds, measured with stimuli contralateral to the
hemisphere with damage to area 9/46d and a small part of area
8Ad, suggest that this region is unlikely to contribute to the tasks
used in the current study. In both animals, the difference in per-
formance between the two hemifields was of similar magnitude
across the visual field. This uniformity suggests that signals resid-
ing in the PFC representing task relevant information are likely to
be distributed across the contralesional visual field.

Motion signal thresholds are affected at a longer delay
Our previous work revealed that MT/MST lesion impaired
direction thresholds measured by varying the coherence of
random dots (Rudolph and Pasternak, 1999; Bisley and Pas-
ternak, 2000). That version of the random dot stimulus con-
sisted of coherently and randomly moving dots and its
discriminability was manipulated by varying the proportion of
coherently moving dots (percentage signal) during S1 (Paster-
nak et al., 1990; Pasternak and Merigan, 1994; Rudolph and
Pasternak, 1999). With this stimulus, the deficit produced by
MT/MST was present even at the shortest delay. We used that
stimulus to determine whether the effects of LPFC damage
were similar to those measured by manipulating the direction
range. Signal thresholds were measured under two delay con-
ditions, 0.25 and 1.5 s. At 0.25 s delay, the thresholds of the
three monkeys were similar for the two hemifields and ranged
between �5% and 17% (M123, p � 0.14; M601, p � 0.4;
M908, p � 0.6, t test; Fig. 5). At the longer delay, however, all
three animals showed degraded performance, and this degra-
dation was greater for contralesional stimuli (M123, p �
0.016; M601, p � 0.02; M908, p � 0.035; t test), consistent
with deficits for stimuli contralateral to the hemisphere with
area 8A damage revealed by measuring range thresholds.

Figure 4. Mapping of direction range thresholds. A, C, Range thresholds for M123 and M908 measured at multiple locations in the ipsilesional and contralesional visual fields. Delay between S1
and S2: 1.5 s. For M123, stimuli were 4° diameter, moving at 15°/s. For M908, stimuli were 5° diameter, moving at 10°/s. Threshold values are color-coded (blue-green, higher thresholds, yellow-red,
lower thresholds). Note, the superiority of nearly all thresholds measured in ipsilateral hemifields of both monkeys. B, D, Average range thresholds for M123 (B) and M908 (D) computed by
combining all values measured within the ipsilesional (blue column) and contralesional (red column) hemifields. In both animals, contralesional thresholds were significantly poorer (M123 and
M908, p 	 0.000001, two-tail t test). Error bars are SD. HM, Horizontal meridian; VM, vertical meridian.
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In summary, the lesion effect measured with stimuli requiring
extracting motion direction in the presence of noise was similar
to that observed with stimuli requiring motion integration. At the
shortest delay, contralesional, and ipsilesional motion-signal
thresholds were similar, suggesting that the LPFC is unlikely to be
necessary for processing of complex motion. However, the con-
tralesional deficits at the longer delay provide additional support
for the involvement of the LPFC in the ability to use directional
signals retained during the delay.

Delay-specific deficits do not depend on S1 coherence
We also asked whether the observed deficits depended on the
coherence of the stimuli signaling motion direction during S1. To
address this question, in two of the animals (M123 and M908) we
measured range thresholds by varying the direction range during
S2, whereas the preceding S1 contained coherent motion (direc-

tion range, 0°; Fig. 6A). The use of the same measure of perfor-
mance in the two versions of the task allowed to directly compare
monkey’s ability to retain and use the information based on
strong (suprathreshold) and weak (at threshold) motion infor-
mation. As in the task where the direction range was varied dur-
ing S1, the performance of both animals at the shortest delay was
nearly identical for the two hemifields (Fig. 6B; M123, p � 0.9;
M908, p � 0.56, two-tailed t test). At longer delays, the thresholds
decreased and this decrease was much greater for stimuli con-
tralateral to the area that included area 8Av damage. ANCOVA of
the whole dataset revealed a significant effect of delay (F(1,41) �
19; p � 7.1e�05), stimulus location (F(1,43) � 15.3; p � 0.00032),
and a significant interaction between location and delay (F(1,43) �
8.5; p � 0.0056), again confirming that the degradation in per-
formance with increasing delay was greater in the contralesional
hemifield.

It is noteworthy that ipsilesional thresholds measured with S1
containing coherent motion showed a very modest change with
increasing delay (tau � 51 � 1), compared with that measured
with S1 at range threshold (tau � 16.4 � 1.5). This slow decay of
memory for coherent motion was also observed in the earlier
study (Bisley and Pasternak, 2000). In contrast, the contralesional
thresholds decreased rapidly with delay and this decrease was
nearly identical to that measured when S1 contained the broad
range of directions (Fig. 3C). Thus, the deficit with increasing
delays produced by the LPFC damage did not depend on the type
of motion that gave rise to the remembered direction.

PFC damage degrades the ability to rapidly shift
spatial attention
In the experiments described above, the two comparison stimuli
always appeared at the same, highly predictable location. Under
these conditions, prefrontal damage produced moderate deficits
in the ability to retain and use information about contralesional
motion direction. We examined whether these deficits would be
exacerbated if the location of the comparison S2 was unpredict-
able. To successfully compare directions of S1 and S2, the animal
must be able to rapidly shift attention between widely separated
spatial locations (Fig. 7A). We measured range thresholds in the
ipsilesional and contralesional hemifields, with S1 always appear-
ing at the same predictable location, while the location of S2 was
either highly predictable or uncertain. When the S2 location was
predictable, within the same block of trials it appeared 12°
(M601), 16° (M123), or 5° (M908) away from S1 within the same
hemifield. However, when the location of S2 was uncertain, it
appeared with 50% probability either at the location of S1 or at a
distant location. To ensure that we were comparing performance
of stimuli in the same spatial configuration, in the uncertain con-
dition, we only analyzed trials where S1 and S2 were in different
locations, but these trials were randomly interleaved with trials
with S1 and S2 appearing in the same location. In this version of
the task, S1 and S2 were separated by a 1.5 s delay and we varied
the range of S1, whereas S2 was always presented at the 0° range.
Figure 7B provides the comparison of performance in the ipsile-
sional and contralesional hemifields of the three lesioned animals
when the location of S2 was predictable and unpredictable.

In the ipsilesional hemifield, thresholds were largely unaf-
fected by location uncertainty (M123, p � 0.16; M601, p � 0.45;
M908, p � 0.8; t test). However, in the contralesional hemifield,
location uncertainty affected the range thresholds (M123, p �
0.006; M601, p � 0.045; M908, p � 0.017; t test). The effect of
spatial uncertainty of S2 placed within the ipsilateral and contral-
esional hemifield was also assessed by pooling the data from the

Figure 5. Lesion effects on motion signal thresholds. A, Stimulus configuration used during
the task. Thresholds for discriminating directions were measured by varying the proportion of
dots moving in the same direction in the field of dots moving in random directions. Stimulus
parameters and locations were identical to those used to measure range thresholds (Fig. 3). B,
Motion signal thresholds measured at short and longer delays for the three lesioned monkeys.
At the shorter delay, all three animals showed similar ipsilesional and contralesional thresholds
(M123, p � 0.12; M601, p � 0.3; M908, p � 0.61; two-tailed t test). However, at the longer
delay, all three monkeys showed weaker thresholds for contralesional stimuli (M123, p �
0.008; M601, p � 0.04; M908, p � 0.014).
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three animals. The Welch two-sample t
test showed a significant effect of uncer-
tainty for the contralesional (p �
0.00015) but not for the ipsilesional hemi-
field (p � 0.126). These results show that
the uncertainty about the location of the
comparison stimulus presents an addi-
tional challenge to subjects with prefron-
tal damage. Most likely, this challenge is
introduced by the need to rapidly shift at-
tention to the quadrant containing the
comparison stimulus. It is noteworthy
that the effect was as pronounced in the
monkey with the small circumscribed le-
sion concentrated on the more ventral
portion of area 8A (M601), as in the ani-
mals with more extensive damage, sug-
gesting a role for the more ventral
portions of 8A involved in the lesions in
all three monkeys. The detrimental effect
of LPFC damage on the ability to rapidly
shift spatial attention during the delayed
direction discrimination task highlights a
role of the affected LPFC region in the at-
tentional aspects of such tasks.

Discussion
We examined the effects of unilateral le-
sions of LPFC to the maintenance and uti-
lization of visual motion during a working
memory task. We found the deficits in the
ability to compare current and remem-
bered directions of motion presented in
the contralesional hemifield. These defi-
cits appeared only at longer delays, were of
similar magnitude across the contral-
esional visual field, and did not depend on
motion coherence. In addition, lesion ef-
fects were most pronounced when the
comparison stimulus S2 appeared in an
unpredictable visual field location, the
condition that required rapid shifts of
attention.

Contralesional effects suggest
interactions with extrastriate visual
cortex
Our results show that the LPFC damage only affected the perfor-
mance with stimuli contralateral to the hemisphere with damage
that included areas 8Av and 8Ad. Careful mapping revealed def-
icits across multiple locations of the contralesional hemifield,
with the vertical meridian providing clear separation between the
intact and reduced performance. This pattern of results points to
the importance of connectivity between the LPFC and the retino-
topically organized cortical areas that process contralateral visual
stimuli within the same hemisphere (Barbas, 1988; Schall et al.,
1995; Petrides and Pandya, 2006; Ninomiya et al., 2012). It is also
consistent with reports of the preference in the prefrontal cortex
for contralateral stimuli (Boch and Goldberg, 1989; Funahashi et
al., 1989; Sakagami and Niki, 1994; Rainer et al., 1999; Everling et
al., 2002).

Deficits confined to the contralesional hemifield have been
observed in patients with unilateral prefrontal damage tested on a

visual working memory task (Voytek and Knight, 2010; Voytek et
al., 2010). These studies also reported weakening in attention-
related event-related potentials (ERPs) recorded during the
working memory task, the result interpreted as a loss of top-down
control of visual attention in extrastriate cortex within the
same hemisphere. Contralesional deficits and abnormal ERPs
in extrastriate cortex have also been seen in patients with uni-
lateral dorsolateral prefrontal damage during a visual atten-
tion task (Barceló et al., 2000).

LPFC and motion processing
We previously reported that during motion comparison tasks,
neurons in the LPFC show responses to reminiscent of activity
recorded in area MT (Zaksas and Pasternak, 2006; Hussar and
Pasternak, 2009, 2012, 2013). Selectivity of these neurons for di-
rection has also been observed during other tasks involving visual

Figure 6. Lesion effects on direction range thresholds: S1 at the 0° range. A, Stimulus configuration used during the task.
Thresholds were measured by varying direction range during S2. B, Range thresholds measured at the shortest delay in M123 and
M908. Stimulus size and locations were identical to those used for data in Figure 4. In both animals, ipsilesional and contralesional
thresholds were nearly identical. C, Effect of delay on range thresholds. Individual thresholds were normalized relative to thresh-
olds measured at the shortest delay and fitted with an exponential function. D, Comparison of average decay times (tau) computed
by fitting an exponential to the ipsilesional and contralesional data for the two lesioned monkeys. The estimated decay time was
shorter for the contralesional dataset (ipsi, 51 ms �1.3; contra, 10.6 ms, �2.7; p � 0.005, two-tailed t test).
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motion (Kim and Shadlen, 1999; Swami-
nathan and Freedman, 2012; Mendoza-
Halliday et al., 2014). The presence of
direction selectivity in LPFC and its recip-
rocal connections with areas MT and
MST raises the possibility of a role it may
play in sensory components of the task.
The data collected on trials with the short-
est delays (100 –250 ms) allowed us to fo-
cus on motion processing during the task,
while placing minimal demands on its non-
sensory aspects. We found that neither the
range nor motion signals thresholds were
affected by the lesion, suggesting that the
LPFC is unlikely to play a major role in the
integration of local motion into a global sig-
nal or in the extraction of coherent motion
from noise, two operations required by our
tasks. Thus, despite the presence of detailed
information about visual motion (Hussar
and Pasternak, 2013), LPFC does not appear
to be necessary for the successful implemen-
tation of the sensory task components. This
finding is in contrast to the deficits inmotion
thresholds at short delays produced by the
MT/MST lesions during the same task (Ru-
dolph and Pasternak, 1999), further confirm-
ing the distinct roles of the LPFC and MT in
motion discriminations.

LPFC and MT/MST lesion effects are
different at longer delays
The distinct contributions of LPFC and
MT to memory-guided motion compari-
sons are also exemplified by differences in
lesion effects at longer delays. Like the
unilateral damage of LPFC, unilateral
MT/MST lesion produced contralesional
deficit in range thresholds that increased
with delay (Bisley and Pasternak, 2000).
However, this deficit was only present
when the remembered stimulus con-
tained the broad range of directions and
required motion integration, the process
to which MT neurons uniquely contribute
(Movshon et al., 1985; Bisley et al., 2004).
In contrast, when the remembered mo-
tion was coherent, the performance at
longer delays was unaffected by the lesion,
suggesting that this region was not critical
for the preservation of stimuli that did not
require motion integration. This pattern
of results led to the conclusion that MT
neurons contribute to remembering stim-
uli they process (Bisley and Pasternak,
2000; Pasternak and Greenlee, 2005) and
linked MT to the circuitry involved in the
storage and utilization of visual motion
during comparison tasks. Participation of
area MT in this circuitry received further
support from the fact that microstimula-
tion of identified sites in MT applied
during the delay severely disrupted dis-

Figure 7. Effects of location uncertainty on ipsilesional and contralesional range thresholds. A, Stimulus configuration
during certain (left) and uncertain (right) locations of S2. Stimulus speed: 15°/s (M123 and M601); 10°/s (M908). On trials
with certain S2 locations, S1 and S2 always appeared at the same locations within the same hemifield and were separated
by 16° (M123; S1: �8°/8°; S2 � 8°/�8°), 12deg (M601; S1: �6°/6°; S2 � 6°/�6°) and 5° (M908; S1: �5°/5°; S2 �
5°/0°). On trials with uncertain locations of S2, S1 always appeared at the same location in the upper quadrant, while S2
appeared with 50% probability at the same location as S1 or in a separate location within the same hemifield. On trials with
separated S1 and S2, the distance between them was identical to trials with certain S2 locations (see above). All thresholds
were measured with 1.5 s delay between S1 and S2. B, Ipsilesional (blue) and contralesional (red) range thresholds
measured in blocks of trials with certain (solid) and uncertain (striped) locations of S2. All three animals showed no
significant difference in performance between certain and uncertain blocks of trials with ipsilesional stimuli (M123, p �
0.16; M601, p � 0.26; M908, p � 0.8; two-tailed t test). However, in the contralesional hemifield, the range thresholds
were poorer when the location of S2 was uncertain (M123, p � 0.006; M601, p � 0.045; M908, p � 0.018; two-tailed t
test). The Welch two-sample t test for the data pooled for the three monkeys also showed a significant effect of uncertainty
for the contralesional ( p � 0.00015) but not for the ipsilesional hemifield ( p � 0.126).
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crimination of directions in the contralateral hemifield (Bisley
et al., 2001). Subsequent recording studies revealed activity in
MT consistent with its participation in the circuitry supporting
memory-guided comparisons (Bisley et al., 2004; Zaksas and Paster-
nak, 2006; Lui and Pasternak, 2011).

The damage to LPFC, like the damage to MT/MST, also pro-
duced delay-specific impairment of motion comparisons. How-
ever, unlike the effect produced by the MT/MST lesion, this
deficit was as pronounced when the remembered S1 was co-
herent as when it was at threshold. Thus, although the contri-
bution of MT/MST to the task strongly depended on stimuli
generating the remembered direction, the LPFC lesion effect
was not linked to the nature of the remembered stimulus. This
observation suggests that the role of LPFC in sensory mainte-
nance may be in accessing and utilization of the preserved
information, rather the actual storage of signals giving rise to
the remembered direction.

This interpretation of the LPFC lesion effects is consistent with
the proposal that the role of prefrontal cortex in the maintenance of
relevant sensory information lies in directing attention to its repre-
sentation stored elsewhere, and in manipulation and assistance in
selecting appropriate action (Curtis and D’Esposito, 2003; Szczepan-
ski and Knight, 2014). The role of prefrontal cortex in monitoring
and manipulating information during working memory tasks has
also been highlighted by the work of Petrides (2000).

Attentional abnormalities in human patients with unilateral
prefrontal damage performing a working memory task provide
further evidence in favor of this interpretation (Voytek and
Knight, 2010). A role for prefrontal cortex in controlling visual
attention was also documented in a study showing that relatively
modest deficits in orientation discrimination in monkeys with a
unilateral prefrontal lesion dramatically increased when the task
required attentional shifts across trials (Rossi et al., 2007). These
behavioral observations received recent physiological support
showing reduced attentional effects in area V4 in animals with
unilateral PFC lesions in the same hemisphere (Gregoriou et al.,
2014). Our finding of impaired thresholds on trials requiring
rapid shifts of attention is consistent with these results, strength-
ening the notion of the key role played by LPFC in the allocation
of attention to sensory stimuli.

One of the observations in this and other studies involving
permanent unilateral PFC damage is relatively modest size of the
effects. This is apparent in both humans (Corbetta et al., 2005)
and nonhuman primates (Rossi et al., 2007; Gregoriou et al.,
2014). This partial preservation of function is often attributed to
compensatory processes and reorganization of relevant circuits
(Corbetta et al., 2005). There is evidence that such processes can
be rapid, involving the activation of the intact PFC of the opposite
hemisphere (Voytek et al., 2010). In the present study, the sub-
stantial sparing of the ability of perform memory-guided motion
comparisons may be a reflection of compensatory changes that
may have occurred during the course of postlesion testing. How-
ever, in many cases, the deficits measured even during the first
postlesion sessions were at levels comparable with those obtained
at the end of data collection, suggesting either rapid compensa-
tory changes involving the intact hemisphere and/or incomplete
damage of subregions within the LPFC relevant to the task. This
possibility is supported by the deficit observed in the monkey
M601 with the smallest lesion that included area 8Av, the region
reciprocally interconnected with area MT. Future studies involv-
ing reversible inactivation of specific subregions within the LFPC
during behavioral testing will help to determine whether com-
pensatory changes and/or the location and extent of the lesion are

responsible for the partially preserved ability to perform
memory-guided motion discriminations.

Lesion location and behavioral effects
Because of the small number of cases in the present study we were
not able to systematically explore the relationship between be-
havioral effects and the extent of the damage. Nevertheless, our
results point to the importance of specific portions of the dam-
aged cortex in determining the observed sensory deficits. This is
particularly well documented in M123, who sustained damage in
both brain hemispheres. In the hemifield contralateral to the un-
intended damage to area 9/46d and a portion of area 8Ad, the
performance was within the normal range on all behavioral tasks.
One possible reason for the intact performance with stimuli con-
tralateral to the damaged area 9/46 is the nonspatial nature of our
task, since this portion of the prefrontal cortex has been shown to
represent spatial information (Funahashi, 2013) and has been
strongly linked to spatial working memory (Goldman-Rakic,
1996). In contrast to the intact thresholds for stimuli contralat-
eral to the damaged area 9/46d, this animal showed deficits on all
tasks with stimuli contralateral to the damaged areas within area
8A (8Av and 8Ad). Thus, the most likely contributor to the loss of
performance at longer delays was the damage to area 8Av. This is
further supported by the fact that although in M601 the lesion
was limited primarily to the ventral portion of area 8A (8Av),
M908 sustained more extensive damage that included areas 8Ad
and 8Av, as well as the tissue within and around the upper and
lower limbs of the arcuate. Despite these differences, the pattern
of functional loss in the three animals was similar, implicating
areas 8Ad and especially 8Av in the observed effects. In addition
to the damage in the prearcuate region involving area 8A, M123
also sustained damage to the dorsal premotor cortex. This addi-
tional damage was unlikely to have contributed to the deficits
seen here, because the loss displayed by this monkey was rela-
tively modest and similar to that of the other two animals that did
not sustain damage to the dorsal premotor cortex. Overall, the
similarity in the pattern of deficits observed in the three monkeys
and the involvement of area 8Av in their lesions suggests a role of
this portion of prefrontal cortex in motion comparisons. In the
context of our task, area 8Av is of particular interest because of its
direct reciprocal connectivity with motion processing areas MT
and MST (Petrides and Pandya, 2006; Ninomiya et al., 2012).
Although in all animals the lesion extended into area 8Av, the
damage to this area was less extensive in M123, and this monkey
exhibited relatively modest deficits. This apparent link between
damage to area 8Av and motion discrimination deficits requires
further confirmation. Nevertheless, it is likely that the deficit on
tasks requiring retention and comparison of motion information
is associated with the disruption of top-down influences arriving
from the PFC in motion processing cortical areas.

In conclusion, our study revealed the contribution of the LPFC
neurons to tasks requiring comparisons between the current and
remembered contralateral stimuli separated in time. Although this
contribution reflects the interaction with visual neurons processing
contralateral motion, it is independent of specific stimulus features
giving rise to the information about motion direction. These results
demonstrate the importance of the LPFC to the maintenance stage
of the motion comparison task. However, they argue against LPFC
being the site of storage of the original motion signals giving rise to
directions used during the task. Rather these results support its role
in accessing such signals during the delay and allowing their utiliza-
tion in the comparison process.
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